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Cp seems to be the 'cousin' of Pac-Man from the series. He seemed like a big fat older cousin of Pac-Man from when I
first started watching the first 2 seasons. He often accompanied Pac-Man on his adventures and was always there to
protect him. Pretty much when I first started watching the series, I just figured he was his big bulky cousin that he
couldn't beat. It wasn't until he officially revealed himself that I realized that he wasnt a big fat older cousin, but a
character from the series itself. His design has changed and the story behind him has evolved over the years. Though,
he still does help protect Pac-Man in the series from time to time. He's also the only character to have more than 5
mooks, a record that he'll never break. His favorite food is green ice and he's always eating it. Skeebo is a recurring
character in Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures. Hes a jock bully who despises Pacster and would do anything to ruin
his day. He was once Cylindrias boyfriend, but she broke up with him when he refused to save her from ghosts (that
being because hes afraid of ghosts). He becomes the opponent of Ghostly halfway through the song after punting
Boyfriend to the sky; shifting Pacster to be the playable character until the Ghost Gang hoists him away. Heckle and
Jeckle are two new characters featured in the 25th anniversary that were created for this spin off. They are the sworn
enemies of Pac-Man, and somehow (I'm not sure how, but I like their design) seem to be a bit of a jackass as well. Both
of them appear in "Ghostly Adventures".
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Notable moments include finding ghostly caps on the map, which, when filled, enable you to catch a specific ghost. It
wasnt the first Pac-Man game to accomplish this, but the fact that its now part of a licensed video game series does

make it noteworthy. Even more impressive, the ghosts are entirely destructible, and Pac-Man has a guide that explains
the differences between them. Plus, the game has a story that explains the plots action, and Pac-Man even has his own
levels in Pac-Man 2 which are indeed different from the original maze setting. Something that does have a slight impact
are the types of levels. Pac-Man 2 takes place in several locations, and while they all have the same basic idea, to get
an idea, visit the walkthrough on Google Drive . Obviously, the classic Japanese pac-man made a bit of a comeback in
the Switch era; namely, through the Mario Odyssey Pac-Man crossover-characters Paco, Paco’s Ghostly Adventures. I

love how theres now multiple iterations of both the cartoony and blocky arcade Pacs. Theres even a portable version of
Pac-Man that you can hold in your hands, ya know, because portables are cool and fashionable. As to this arcade Pac-
Man (theres many more, trust me), it looks... sad. Way, way sad. Every game of this genre presents the utmost in pixel
art and presentation, and this one is anything but. It looks like it was designed in another time to help sell toys? Plus, its

missing ornaments from the Ghosts and the ghosts dont even have proper ghostly outlines; its just this brown
nothingness. Additionally, in the original arcade Pac-Man, your ghosts were actually (at least in theory) enclosed by

walls, whereas here, you see vast lands of ocean. Basically, theres a lot more missing; I mean, theres not even a blue
ghost? Im even pretty sure theres a part where he eats your ghosts. Because, of course, in real life, that would be a

horrific, overwhelming amount of ghost eating, and could kill him at any moment. 5ec8ef588b
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